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ABSTRACT OF THESIS

Areviewoftheliteraturehasrevealedthat
experimental evidence of the role of age in hígher thoughü
processes is extremely meagre. In particular, the process
of critical thínkíng has been severely neglected although
its importance in our ed.ucational system and in our modern
way of life has receíved a great deal of emphasls.
The present investigation deals with the nature of
the development and deeline of the critical thinking ability and seeks to study specifically the age at whÍch the
peak of cribical thinking abil-ity oceurs, when it begins
to deeline and how pronounced ís this decline. The course
of development and decl-ine of the various subabil-ities
making up critical thinking is also studied, and consideration is given to the pattern of thls development and decline for each of the different subabilibies.
The watson-Glaser critícal Thinking Appraisal Test
was administered to a group of 1981+ subjects ranging in age
from 12 to 89 years and representing diverse educational,
occupational and economie backgrounds. Thís test measures
the abiliby to drat¡ inferences, to recognize assumptions,
to use deductíve thinking, to make inüerpretations of data
and to evaluaÈe arguments.
It,was found thaÈ critical thinklng ability shows a

progressive increase frorn late childhood through Èo the
mid-twenËies, holds up to 35 years and then declines pro-

gressively through to the sevenbies. The five subabilities
were found to show a differentíal pattern of development
and decline.

the older subjeets¡ âs a whole, seored
poorly in critical thinking, many of them retained a high
Alühough

level of performance, which was as high or higher than
that of young adulü subjects. The poor performance in
critical thinking in the elderly subjects is due, in part,
to the two factors of rigidity in thinking, and Iow objectlvity. In answering the test problems, older subjects
tended to choose the absolutes of ti^ue and false, rather
than to consider intermediate degrees of truth and fatsity
or other alternatlves" The oLder subjects also allowed
emotional feelings and biases to reduce the objectivity of
their thinking about certain problems.
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CHAPTER T

THE PROBIM,T AND TNTRODUCTION

r.

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEÃ{

fn the ftetd of psychology, the area of human
Èhought and Judgment has been studied qulte extensivery
but it appears that the role of age has.been seriously
neglected. various investigators have interested themselves in the origin of higher thought proeesses in early
childhood and some study has been made of the deveropment
of these thought processes in later childhood and ador-escence. Pasü these periods, however, the literature concerned with age and higher thought processes has been meagre
indeed.

0n the whole, very litt,le experimental study has
been made of such a higher thought process as critical think-

íng, except as reLated to general intelligence or specific
capacities. The researeh that has been done specifieally on
critical thinklng ability is largely restríeted to adorescents.

ft is the purpose of this study to investigate the
nature of the development and deeline of critical thinking
abÍIity throughouü the llfe span. More speeifically, the
study hopes to answer the followÍng questions: At what age

2

of critical thinkÍng ability occur? When
does this ability begin to decline and how pronounced is
this decline? Vrlhat is the course of development and decline
of the various subabilities making up critical thinking? ls
the pattern of development and decline the samer or different
fon the different subabíIÍties?
does the peak

rT.

INTRODUCTTON

for the present study was felt after
a revÍew of the literature reveal-ed a dearth of experÍmental
evidence for the numerous speculations and generaliøations
The necessity

regarding the relatlonship between the higher thought processes and aging" In partieular, the study of critical ühinking appears to have been severely neglected while, at the same
time, a great deal of emphasis has been placed upon its lmportance Ín our modern way of IÍfe"
Our present complex society demands a high degree of
socÍal understanding and critical-mindedness which ís necessary to make intellÍgenü judgments about public Lssues and
private interpersonal relationships. Life in a free-enterprise

state with its emphasis upon eeonomic factors demands constanû
attention to advertising and propaganda of al-I sorts. Complexities of society demand constant weíghing of values on
the part of the individual. Exfstence within a democracy
means confronting controversial issues and naking wise choices

after varying points of víew have been crÍticised and
evaluated. It would seem, then, that critieal thínking is
one of the first requirements of a citizen in a democracy.
Nature of Critical Thinkine

Critical thinking is one type of hígher thought process, others being such processes as perceptual, associative
and creative thinking¡ ês well as concept formation. Various

definitions of critícal- thinking are possible. Most simply,
iË can be considered as the use of logical reasoning and the
avoÍdance of common fallacies in judgment. Amongst the different types of higher thought processes, critical thinking
can best be placed between problem-sol-ving and creative think-

ing, as it is closely related to both. It is one of the activities considered essential to problem-so1víng at the hypothetical stage, and it occurs toward the end of creaüive
processes, when apprafsal is employed.
Not all problem-solving or creative thinking- Ínvolves
the processes of critical thinking, of course, but where
evaluation, eonparison to some standard and the examinatlon
of ideas and prod.ucts are called for, cribical thinking must
be enrployed. In relation to creatÍve thinkíng, it complements
spontaneous, free-fIowing, uninhibited thÍnking and the

exercise of constructive ímagination. The creative thinker
needs to review his creations with a judiciously critical eye
in order to improve or discard, as needs be, This involves

lþ

the crítieal thinking abilities of discerning observation
and. insightful interpretation of minimal cues, with the
avoidance of lrshrewd. guessesrt which at best are only hypotheses, subject to verification.
Russell (65) suggests that critical thinking ordinarity involves four conditions: (1) a knowledge of the field
ín whieh the thinking is being done, (2) a general attitude

of questioning and suspended judgment; a habit of examining
before acceptlng, (3) some applieation of the methods of
logical analysis or scientific Ínquiry, and (¿p) taking action
in the tight of this analysis or reasoning"
Other investigators have suggested a r,¡ide range of

abilities brhich are to be considered as components of critieal
thinking: introspection, comparison, appraisal and even such
affective factors as a measure of belief (1, 3, 51 2Or 58,
?O). Some, such as DeBoer (15) emphasise the establishment
of criberia for judgíng as being an essential factor in the
study of this particular type of thinking process. Still
others (2?, 60) have concerned themselves with settÍng forth
steps for persons doing critical thinking about printed
matter or problematÍeal situations. These various studies
have led Russell (66) to define criÈical" thinkíng as tlthe process of examining both concrete and verbal naterial-s in the
lieht of related objecbive evidencer comparing the object or

statement with some rrorm or standard, and eoncluding or

acting upon the judgment made.r?
. A number of investigations have revealed that critical thinking ís correlated to some degree with Íntel}igence"
However, a1l of the correlations are quite low, ranging from
"00 to .l+6 (10, 20, 27 , 30) .
tÍatson and G1aser (75) naintain that thís somewhaü
l-ow correlation of critical thinking and general intelligence
is due mainly to the non-abstract quality of crÍtical thinking.
They point out that basie intellectual abilities are measured,
in the main, by abstract tests, but that critieal thinking
ability ean best be measured by providing problems and situations of realistic types, similar to Èhose whÍch a person
might encounter in daí1y life as he works, reads the newspaper,
hears speeches and particípates in diseussions.
Undoubted3-y bhe most extensive and

best work being

earried on at present on critical thinkíng is being done by
T¡latson and Glaser. They maintain that the ability to think
critically involves Èhree things: an attitude of desiring
supporting evidence before accepting opinions and conclusÍons
as true, a certain degree of knowledge of logical methods by
which different kinds of evÍdence can be weighed and which
help to arrive at warranted conclusions, and skíll in employfng such attitudes and knowledge. ïnstead of jumping prematurely to conclusions, a critical thinker examines belíefs
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or proposals in the ltghË of supporting evidence and
relevant facts, Critícal- thinking requires that he be able
to comprehend and use language with accuracy, clarity and
discriminatíon. It also requires abillty to recognize
problems in the first instance and to find workable means
towards their solutions, to gather and arrange pertinent
data, to appraise evídence and to evaluate argumenüs. fn
recognizing the existence (or non-existence) of logical
relationships, the critical thinker is enabl-ed to draw
warranted conclusíons and make proper generalizations. He
needs to reconstruct patterns of bellefs on Èhe basís of
wlder experience and to render accurate judgments about
specific things and qualities in everyday life"
According to Watson and Glaser, the Î?toolst? which a
critlcal thinker employs are bhose of logical reasoning,
generalization, deductÍon, Ínductíon, inference, the recogni-

tion of assumptions, dlscriminatj.on of arguments and interpretation of basíc data. hlorking from these views, \nlatson
and Glaser have devised a Ëest (The Critical Thinking
Appraisal Test) which, from all aceounts, seems to be an
excelLent measure of the critlcal thínking process and its
various facetsr or subabilities. this test was used in the
present investigation to study the course of development
and declíne of critical thinking abilÍties.
The thesís begins with a discussion of the historical

7

of the theoretical work and relevanË research" Following thÍs lntrod-uctory discussion, the proeedure is described, and a description
of the Watson-G1aser Critical Thinking Appraisal test is
given. The results of the investigation are then presentedt
together with a discuesion of thelr impllcatione. The eoncluding section deals vflth a gu¡nmary of the resulüs and

background.

of the problem, presenting

some

conclusions drawn from the investigation.

III.

HISTORIC.AT BACKGBOUND

Interest in the hlgher thought processes has been
expressed, for the most part, speculativel-y" Ï"Lterary comments upon these intellectual processes have been made for
cenüuries" lhe early Greeks were, of course, gree'tly interested in processes of logícal reasoning and ln most of the
facüors Ínvolved in critical thinkÍng which were heretofore
mentioned. They did not, however, interest themselves in
the developmental stages of these processes wlühÍn individual
persons. In so far as comment upon crÍtíeal thinking is
concerned with the aging proeess, the emphasis has been upon
the growing conservatism and intellectual rigidity of the
aged. Since mental abilities have most often been regarded
as dependent to a marked degree upon the physical eondition
of the indivldual, it is noü surprising ühat their deeline
has been consj-dered parallel- to that of physical decline with

I
literature ie concerned with general
declining trends of reaeoning abillÈies after the age of
60 and, in particular, with a narked drop at 65. There is
little, if âflIr supporting evidence for the arbitrary choice
of these ages, however. Likewise, speculation as to the
beginning of critical thinking and the peaks of lts efficiency are, in the main, unsupported by experimental studies"

age"

Much

of

Êhe

Studies concerned wlth Hleher ThouEht.Frocesses of Children
Practically all experimental i.nvestigations of reason-

parts of critical thinking have
been carried out with ehildren and students. These have
eentred nainly around such questions as: At what age does
the abillty to rea-son first appear? How does reasoning ability develop as the chÍld becomes older? Ïs there any essential difference bebween the reasoning ability of children and
that of adults? How may crltlcal thinking abíIÍties best be

ing,

judgmenb and component

developed through an educationa! programme?
Appearance

of reasoning, Probably the greatest

amount

of research on chÍldrenrs thinking has been expended upon ühe
establishment of an age leveI for the beginnings of reasonÍng
processes. There has been littfe concurrence in this regard,
some investigators claiming evidenee of reasoning as early as
two years, others denying íts existence before the age of
seven years"

9

for instance, considers that some
reasonÍng ability ís evident at the age of two and one-half
years. In a problem-soLvíng experiment using 10 subjects
of three years, 10 of four years, I0 of ages six to ten, and
10 adults, she found thaË none of the youngest group actually
gave a reason for his solution and only five per cent of the
four-year-olds had reasons, but of the older two groups, all
subjects presented evidenee of reasoning ability, Roberts
(62) claimed the appearance of reasoning ability occurred at
a little over three years of age. He tesÈed l*5 subjects
frorn two to fiver âs bo their ability to discover and apply
to new sltuations the solving principle of a given problem"
All subjects were successful in achieving a solution and the
Heidbreder 138),

youngest i¡tho could give a verbal generalízation was three

years, four months old. Frequency of verbal generalization
increased with chronological and mental â8ê, Roberts reported,
and bhe abillty to appty the principle to new situations was
evidenced by all but the two-year-oIds.
From his studies of sequences in conceptual thinking,
Griffiths (32', cl-aims that the beginning of reasoning Ís between three and six and one-ha1f years, Similar concl-usions
are reported by Goodenough (31) and Russell (6t+\ " Conceptual
thinking was aLso the concern of Hurlock (¿10) who, while set-

ting no arbitrary age IeveI, noted that specificity of
cepts increases with age.

con-

10

of the appearanee of reasoning
ability ls claimed to be a little later than this, by Harter
ßhl' who reports thaû this abÍIity appears at about ó0 months.
ïn a problem-solving experlment Ínvolving 5lr children from
three to slx years, ehe tested their abiS-ity to solve simple
problems with or without overt trial-and-error" Here it
was found that the correlation between chronoLogical age and
success in soLvÍng problems waÐ .72 ! .06, and for mental age
the correlatíon was .57 ! .08. Imptfclt solutions (reasoning) r
she reported, became more frequent with inerease in age,
Finally, Plaget ß7l. claims that there is no evidence
of reasoning processes 1n children younger than seven years.
He conceded that ehildren can reason at a much earlier age
than twelve, however, lf the reasoning lras defined ín terms
of verbal problem-solving at a given level of experience and
The averege age

development.

of reasoninE processes in children. Having
surveyed the literature on the age of appearance of reasoning
and other higher thought processes, we w'ÍII now turn to the
l-iterature concerning their development rrith age. The early
investigations of Burt (tZ¡, for lnstance, were eoncerned
wÍth reasoning and conceptual thinking in children and dealt
with what he considered the essentiaL organization and hÍerarchy of thinking processes. He used factor analysis to establlsh a series of these abflities, By L9?3 he had done
Development

1]

of reasoníng abÍIlty
and compiled a number of related tests, In L9L9 he reported
that chlldrenr âs they grew oLder, could soLve problems with
an increasing variety of subject matter and that the subject
matter seemed more important to the children than the logical
form of the questions, He eoncluded that Hthe developmenÈ of
reasoning appears to consíst essentially in an increase in
the number, variety, originality and compactness of the relatlons which his [tn" chlldt s ] mind cen perceÍve and integrate
into a coherenË v¡ho1en (Ll),
Piaget (57J has done a considerable amount of research
on chÍldrenr s thinkÍng processes. His work, however, is
largely of an observational nature, involvÍng comparisons of
childrenfs thinking with that of adults, or records of chileonslderable u¡ork on the age levels

drenr s verbalized concepËs. SpontaneoÌrs speech exhÍbiting

conceptual thinking, he claimed, uras egocentrlc

for the first

or elght years, became more analytical between seven
and eleven and did not evidence syllogistic thinkfng untÍl
after the age of twelve" Deutch (17) agreed with this general
observatÍon and felt that children use logie that is within
their intelleeüual- grasp. Adequacy of this type of thinkfng,
he sald, is related not t,o the age faetor alone but alss to
sex and socio-economic status. Hazlitt (l1l also concluded
that in Piagetr s experiment on judgrnent and reasoning in the
child¡ âBe was not the differentiaüing faetor. Rather, she
seven

L2

says, it is the ínformation held by the chi1d. piaget,
claims, overvaluated verbar expressioa as a measure of
thinking,

she

s L929 study of reasoning of the syllogistic
type $3) l-ed hin to conclude that development of logical
abllity is a functÍon of chronological age. Using ZO5 chitdren from sÍx to twelve years of age, and loJ correge freshmen, he tested them with regard to verbal reasoning and
abÍlity to dlscerrl autistic and logical falracÍes and found
steady improvement in each case, ât every successíve age
revel" Arthough no child under eight years could dj-scern
autistic fallacies, all of his subjects achieved some degree
of reasoning and logical ability.
l{aier (¿}8) tested the ability of children Ëo combÍne
or integrate two isolated experienees. Thirüy-nine children
from l+3 to 95 months were given a maze test, from which
Maier found a steady increase with age ín Èhe average accuracy and the percentage of subjects meeting the crÍterion of
five correct trials out of ten, He fett it unwise to analyse
the results in detail, or to plot curves of development, but
felt that the results did show thaÈ goal aehÍevemenü, as a
result of combining two isolated experiences, Íe raüher late
in maturing, He found that 1t is rarely developed to any
marked ext,enË under the age of six years,
Mosret

L3

A simflar increment in the effeetive use of reasoning wÍth an increase in age was found by Gellerman Qg\ who

tested 38 children from three to thirteen years ord, and 25
college studenüs in a double alternation problem. No pretest infonnatÍon was given to the subjects regarding the
nature of the problem, Gellerman reports that beyond ühe
age of four years there was at successive age leve1s a grad-

ual deerease fn the nr¡nber of trials required. for learning
the

maze.

Werner and, Kaplan (7S) used 1P5

children, from eighü
to thirteen years of age in an investlgation of concept formation and reported that remarks of critical evaluatíon increased sharply between the ages of ten and eleven, with older
children modifying their solutíons more readlly after selfcrÍtici.sm.
these and othen sÍmilar genetic approachee to the
questions regarding childrent s thinking and reasoning processes

that they first appear sonetime between two and seven
years, and develop quite rapídly thereaföer.
suggest

Studles of Hisher Thought Proeepses in Adolescence
The literature on higher thought emphasises the great
ímportance of the development and effective use of sueh processes as concept for:niaËion, verbal and abstract reasoning,
inductive and deductive thinking, associative, ereatíve and

Ll+

critical thinklng at the high school- and college levels.
Most writers have stressed the importance of these as objectives of educatlon. Therefore, many of the reported
investigaÈions are concerned with the improvement of these
thinking processes in the course of teaching specific subjects in such areas as readi.ng (L5, 2j, 28, bl+, L5, b6, Tj\,
science and mathematics (2O, 2t+, hL, 72, ?gl and socialstudies (9, 19, 52, 63) "
Several studíes of specific higher thought proeesses
have been carried out wÍth older children and adolescents on
such topics as inductive reasoning 1t56, 7b), abstraet and

csncrete reasoning (16), verbal reasonÍng, and problem-

solving (18). For the most part, however, the age factor

in these studies.
The growth of insight at this age has been studied
by a number of investigators. Py1ets experimental study (591
of the development of lnsight in adolescencer âs measured by
a total of five poems, J-ed him to report a steady upward
trend in the effective use of thls ability, from Grades III
to VIII. Adolescent ability to obtain insights was also
ínvestlgated by FrankLin in 192È (?6\. He gave a series of
objective tests to 637 children and adolescents and reported
gradual gains in Ínsight belween the mental ages of eight
and eleven. There followed large increases up to about
has been ignored

L5

fourteen years, after rshich the increase was not so noticeable and the raÈe of Íncrease fluctuated somewhat. He reported also that there

r,{as

an observable inerease in the

ability to understand allegories and double meanings at this
age group.

A somewhat similar experiment to essess the ability
to obtain insights was undertaken by Shaffer in 1930 (671.
As ln the Franklin study, the subjects were arranged by mental age rather than by chronological age. This study, in-

volving the power to ttsee throughrr si.tuations depicüed ln
cartoons, revealed that there was very lítt1e increase in
this ability from the nenüal age of nine to eleven, but a
steady and steep clinb from eleven to sixteen, after which
there Ì,ìras a tendency for the increase to leve1 off again"

in this ability to interpret meanings that the adolescent is most distinctively different
He concluded

that it

was

from the child.

o trace the growth of abiliüy to mateh principles
with illustrations and. to evaluate explanations, Edwards (ZO)
conducted an investigation among students from Grade IX
through the second year of college (a, span of slx years from
approximately fifteen to twenty years of age. ) He found that
the average gain in the ability to evaluate explanations was
only from 16.8 to 23.5 points, out of a total possible score
of 36. In this abiliby, however, the gain was fairly

t6

wlth age increase. For the abllity to match
prineiples with illustrations, however, there was some
dropping off of scores at the approximate age of eighteen
or nineüeen years (first year of col-Iege.)
Inductive thinking of adolescents was the particular
lnterest of Shukla (68) who employed 357 subjects, thirteen
to fifteen years of age, in verbal ttreasoningtf tests and
found thaü all of them used inductive reasoning but, ât thÍs
âgêr Ì,{ere unable to te}I how they made their discriminations.
An age scale to measure suceessive steps of Èhe higher
thought processes has been suggested as a desirable object
of research by Cole (1r+), who points out that the Binet
ncomprehensionlr Ítems measure successive steps of reasoning,
judging and obtaining insights and, through a scatter of
eight age levels (from age three and one-half to Superior
Adult) can be used as a measure of ability to Judge and to
draw Ínferences. She also suggests that an age scale could
be made by using the kinds of jokes that seem amusing to
children of different ages, and cites the BÍnet scale of
Itabsurditylf items which could be the basis for such a measure.
From such studies as that of Bradford (7) who investigated the criticaL attitudes of twelve and thirteen-year-olds
as early as L925, it eppears quiüe evident that distinctive
features of thÍs type of thinking are already formed and ln
use. Bradford reported that 57 per cent of his subjects
commensurate

T7

supplied answers even to unsolvable problems and over 75
per cent of them gave answers to at least some of the
problems of all types which were set before them. At this

level, he concluded, students tended to conform üo
hablt and to adult authority rather than to think independently. Harris (33\, by analysis of verbatin reports,
concluded that twelve and thirteen year old pupils can
think crÍtica1ly about classroom procedures which are of
direct concern to them, but not about such topies as interage

national trade.
The only study specifically concerned u¡ith critical
thÍnking ability was carried out by Glaser in 19&1 (30).
Glaser devised the Critical Thinking Appraisal TesÈ whieh
he administered to a total of 51969 subjeets (21856 Grade
XI students with a mean age of L6.9 years, and 3rLI3 Grade
XII students with a mean age of 17.6.) He found that the
mean critical thinking score (as measured by his Critical
thinking Appraisal) of the two groups was al-most the same.
Apart from this investigation, the evidence of change in
critlcal thinkÍng abiliüies in the late adoleseent age

is unsupported by any experimental findings. ft is
the seventh revised edition of this Critical Thinking Appraisal Test which is used in the present investigation.
group
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studies of Higher Thousht Proeesses in Maturíty and 01d AEe
Experimental- findings with regard to further development of the higher thought processes in adulthood, and
particular investigations into the points of peak and decline
of these abiLities are meagre indeed. However, some studies
have been undertaken, which cover the general field of mental development and these yíeld some indÍcations of the
mature adultts use of such abilities as those invorved in
deductive thinking, comparing and making judgments, and

critical thinking.
An invesbigation covering the whole range

of

mental

to maturity and from low gradê mênta1 defectives to adults of superior mental- capacity was the
particular concern of Foulds (25) who studied 51000 skilled
and unskilled males in a test of Progressive Matrices
(Raven, 6Ir. This test consists of a number of problems
development from infancy

requirÍng solution by eomparison, reasoning by analogy and
logical deductions. HÍs findings led him to conclude that
a man normally possesses his greatest knowledge and clarÍty
of thinkÍng between the late 20ts and early t*01s. Before
this, his eapacity for clear thinking Ís at its maximum,
but he lacks the breadth of knowledge necessary to put his
ideas into practice effectively. By the early 40t s, his
knowledge is usually reaching naturity but his eapacity to
understand fresh methods of thinking has begun to decline,

T9

In addition, it was found that he took longer to grasp
new methods of working and, in coping with new problems,
relied more and more upon existing knowledge.
the use of deductive thinking was the object of
Speakmant s study in L952 (69) . Thís ínvestigation, using
67 subjects ranging in age from 2O years to 8/ years,
yÍelded some interesting comparisons between older and
younger subjects. The study was of the ability to relearn
the vaLues of postage stamps which had been issued in
changed colours" One of the sub-tests involved the use of
deduction. Here, a clue card was i-ssued to each subject
and by its use he could deduce the value of the stamps, by
a mathematicaf process of elimination. The use of the clue
card was not actually necessary, however, nor was it obligatory. Speakman reported that the proportion of people
using the clue card for aid in deductive processes tended
to diminish slightly afüer 40 and more abruptly after ó0
years. The number using logic after this age was found to
be negligible. Efficiency of deduction among those who
did use the clue card tended üo ri-se just after l¡0r but
fe}l thereafter. In all age groupsr the percentage of actual improvement over possible ímprovement was higher for
the subjects who used logíc than for those who díd not.
'tdhereas the younger people seemed to regard the clue card
as a useful aid, fíndíng logÍca1 analysis easier than
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trying to create order among a mass of partly-remembered
meanings, many of those over 60 quite obviousLy regarded
it merely as another complication in an already diffÍcult
problem. Many older subjects tended to make judgments
that tf felt right, tt and elther tried to twist data to fit,
or ignored data which did not fit. Many seemed to lack
the abílity to earry on significantly connected trains of
thought of the type neeessary to solve the problem.
Decline in the use of logical methods found in the
gpeakman study parallels that of A]lan /6) who, using two
groups of subjects (35 years and under, and 36 years and
over, ) presented controversial statements of politieal and
moral Íssues. Some of these hrere incompatible and the subject was asked to eliminate these, explaining their incompatibility. Allan found a bendency among the older group
to comment on the material from their experience instead of
He concluded,
making deductions from the naterial itself,
however, that it was not possible to say how far this
apparent inability of older subjects to use logical analysís
woul-d be general to aII tasks, and decided that it well may
be that, in actual life situations, logical deduction becomes a habit linked to certain familiar situations where
its utility is proven. There is a tendency not to apply
logic to unrel-ated or novel contingencies¡ or to polÍtica1
or other material where sound premises are usually laeking
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or emotionally unacceptable.
Age changes in logical thinking has been studied
by welford (771. His subjects were required to detect
fallacies and inconsistencies in a number of statements,
and to draw deductions. He found that tolder subjects
tended not to draw logical deductions based strictly on
the statements as given, but to introduce supprementary
premises, or to confj-ne themselves to comments upon the
statements.rr He maintained that this failure to make
deductions is probably due to faulty organization and
interpretation of data by the centrar neural mechanisms.
Critical thinking calls for a certain degree of
frexibility in thinking. A. test raeasuring this flexibility was devised by Berg (4) in 1948. A group of young
subjects of 17 to 28 years, and a group from 5à to ?3
years r¡¡ere asked to sort cards into a number of piles.
Sorting could have been done by several criteria, but the
ncorrectfr one was arbitraríIy ehose by and known only to
the experimenter. lühen the subjeet chose it, this criterion was changed without his knowledge. The ability to
detect these changes was the measure of flexibility.
Berg
found that not one of the older group could progress after
the first shift, while the younger ones shifted readily.
The only study specifically concerned with the later
developnrental changes in critical thinking appears to be
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that carried out by Vrlatson and GJaser (75). Only ten
subJects were used in this investigation. These were
carefully selected trainees in fndustrial Relations, aÌl
college graduates wlth advanced training and severaL years
of work experience. TheÍr ages ranged from 25 to 31 years
(median 29"\ Critical thinking scores for this special
group ranged from 65 to 87, with a nedian of 79. This
score is considerably higher than that obtained on the
same test by high school students, and indicates that critica] thinking scores can increase with age.
Critique of Previous Investigations
The preceding review of the literature on the higher
thought processes has shown that nunerous types of inteltectual processes have been studied. For the nost partr €xperinental investigations seem to have been confined to bhe
establishment of age levels for the beginnings of such pro-

in problem-solving situatíons, evj-dence
of concept formation, the use of inductÍve and deductive
Èhinkíng, logical analysis and the growth of insight.
Studies have been almost entirely conflned to children and
students. Many of the findings have resulted from limited
ínvestigation of small groups or as subsidiary studies to
other investigations, The role of age has been largely
neglected, except for broad generalizations concerning
cesses as reasoning
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lrgeneral trendsrt

of decline and the supposed parallelism
of critical thinking abil-ities with those of general intelligence. Findings have, furthermore, been based mainly upon
subjective appraisals or on observation of performance
rather than measurement and statistical procedures. Conelusions have been drawn from comparisons between older and
younger age groups, rather than from groups covering a wide
span

of years.

literature reveals that only one or
two studies have dealt specifically with the critical thinking ability and these have largely ignored the age factor.
Beyond an,academíc interesü in the use of certain subabilities of criticaf thinklng, and suggestions for the
development of these abilities during school years, little
has been done with regard to studying the age changes in
critical- thinkÍng processes throughout the life span.
The avaÍIable
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THE INVESTTGATION: MATER]AT,S, SUBJECTS AND

I.

PROCEDURE

THE PROBIHVi

The prevlous diseussion revealed

the dearth of

into the question of the development and deeline
of crÍtica} thlnking abilities. It was because of this
paucity of data that the present investigati-on was designed.
Its nain purpose is to ùhrow some light on the course of
development and decline of critical thinking abilÍty and
of Íts more important subabilities.
research

TT.

THE

TEST:

THE NüAISON-GI,ASER CRTTTCAL THINKING
APPRAISAE TEST

Nature and Purpose of the Test

Critical- Thinking Appraisal (revised
edition, 1952) was chosen for measuring critical thinking
abilitíes in this investigation because it is the only good
test available at the present time. It was designed to provide problems and situations requiring the employnent of
some of the important abilities involved in thinking crftically. The total concept of crítical thinking is appraised
by measuring separately several of the important subabiLities making up this intellectuaL activity.
Earli.er editions of the Watson-Glaser Critical
The !{atson-Glaser
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Thinking Tests (L9l+2, uiere offered in two batteries as

a

for obtaining quantitativelyr ês wel-I as qualitatively, a measure of the persont s abilíty to think critically w'ith regard to problems involving interpretation of

means

data, drawíng inferences, diserininating between strong

and

in reasoning, making
warranted generalizations and applyíng logical reasoning.
The seventh Revised Edition, used in this investigation,
omits the Jatter two, as weII as two paíred tests regarding
opÍnions, and presents the remaining five subtests in one
battery so that completely objective scoring is possible.
The usefulness and significanee of ühe items in this
seventh or L952 revision have resulted from successive refinements or replacement of items. This final revision
arose out of various experimental- studíes with hígh school
weak arguments, recognizing assumptions

and college students and such specialized groups as gradu-

ates, personnel and administrative applicants, civiL servants,
business executives and industrial personnel. The edition
used in this investigation is issued in two equated forms,
Am and Bm, each eontaining 99 items and matehed both in average difficulty and in the distribution of their difficulty
coefficients. Form Bm was used for this study. A copy may
be found in Appendix nA.n
The five subtests, together with the abilities they
measure are:
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1, fnferences. (20 items.) This test aims üo
sample the personr s ability to discriminate among degrees
of truth or falsity or probability of inferences drawn from
given data. ït is a measurement of his inductive processes.
2. Recognition of Assumptions. (16 items.) This
test was designed to sample the indivÍdualts ability to
recognize unstated assumptions in given propositions or
assertions. The score here is indicative of the degree of
proneness to errors in reasoning or to fallacles. Wellfounded assumptions are hypotheses, and the continuity of
good reasoning depends upon recognizing the assumptions as

such, followed by an estimation of the probability of truth
of the assumption itsel-f .
3. Deduction. (25 items.) This test was designed

to

the subjectrs ability to reason deductively from
a given prenise, to recognize the implications between propositions and to determine rorhether what seems an inplication
between one proposition and another is actually so.
measure

b. Interpretation. (21+ items. ) This test was
designed üo sample the subjectrs ability to weigh evj-dence
and to distinguish between unr¡rarranted generalizations and
probable inferences which, though not eonclusive or necessary, are warranted beyond a reasonabLe doubt.
5. EvaluaÈion of Arguments. (1þ items") This test
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ability to distinguish between arguments whÍch
are strong and importanb to the question at issue, and
those which are r¡reak and unÍmportant or irrelevant.
samples

Reliability and Validity
The test as a whole has been shown to have adequate
statistÍcal reliability, this having been determined by both
the split-haff (r = 0.90) and inter-form methods (r = 0.81.)
The judgment of 3l persons, selected for their advaneed
trainÍng Ín logie and the use of language, was called upon
to establish the key of correct answers to the tesü items.
These judges agreed unanimously that the answers to the fínaily revised items are logically correct and that correet
response to the items requires some of the most Ímportant
abilities which are fundamental to critical thinking. The
validity of the test and the key was corroborated by high
correlation beËween success on individual items and on the
total test, and in several tesbs against independenü criteria.
Ilüatson and Glaser concluded that their test is an excellent
measure of the ability to comprehend and reason logically
about the kind of problems contained in the Crítical Thinking
AppraÍsal.

Critical Thinking Appraisal is not an intelligence
test as such. It differs from abstract tests which are
designed to measure basic intellecËual abilities. t¡Iatson and
G1aser found, for instance, that the corcelation between
The

2g

their Critical Thinking Appraisal and the Terman-McNemar
Intelligence Test was A.7O, when used in a study of L92
Grade XI students. In general, the correlations with
intelligence tests tends to cluster around O.l+5. Watson
and Glaser point out that many persons who have superíor
mental abiliby as measured by an intelligence testr frâT
make a relatively low score on the Critical Thinking
Appraisal" But if a person makes a relatively high score
on the Critical Thinking Appraisal, he is likely to score
relatívely hieh on an intelligence test.
TIÏ.
The main

SUBJECTS

object in the choice of subjects was to ob-

tain a representabive cross-s€ction of normal
ranglng in age from late childhood through to

personst
senescence,

and whose educational, occupational and economic status

diversified as possible. This diversification should also be represented within each age groupt
as wel] as throughout the entire population. Care r¡¡as taken
to keep a numerical bal-ance with regard to a number of factors, the most inportant being:
1. Grouping. The number of subjects, ranging in
age from 12 years to S9 years, totalled &84. These urere
divided into seven age groups, by decades, as shown in
Tab1e I below. At Least fifty in eaeh decade under 70 years

would be as widely
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was deemed

a mininum

sample.

I

TABI,E

DISTRIBUTToN 0F r+84 SUBJECTS IN A TEST FOB
CRITICAL THINKING, ACCORDING T0 SEX, MEDIAN
AGE, AND YEARS OF EDUCÍ,TIoN

Age

Total

Group

Number

Teens

63
85
95

20rs

30r s
Lor s

5ors

60t s
70 and

over

x<:

0n1y 28

0nIy

10

28

35

16

l+2

2l+

¿r.8

8z
67

b7
b3

35

39

57
35

29
11

36
28
2b

55
63
7lv

3t

11
7
0
7

l+4

3

9
5

l-o.5
L3 "7
l0, g

1I.l+
f 1.1+

11"6 **

9.7 *
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specified their years of education.
specified their years of education.

2. 4gg. Selection
for

Age Education
Yr. Mo. (Mean)

l+3

h8,t+ 229
*jE i

Median ïears of

Sex

MF

was made so

that the median age

each group would approximate Èhe mid-decade mark (see

lab1e I.)

of age by the subject was relied upon. trt/herever any doubt occurred in this
respect, and if no check was possible, the test form was
Accurate and honest reporti-ng

rej ected.

3. &ts.
(see Table

I.)

An even balance

in

each group was the aim

3o

4, Education. Again, honest and accurate reporting
was required of the subject. Tears of formal education,
including professional training, were counted, with a specífied number of years allotted for various academic degrees.
Tab1e I shows that the subjects in the various decades have
approximately the same educational background.
5. Occupation. NÍneteen female and \J maLe occupational categories, with additional subdivisionsr were represented. The distribution, grouped into six main categoriest
i-s shown Ín Table II below. The cornplete list of occupations
will be found in Appendix ItD.tr
ÎABLE

ÏÏ

occuPATIoNS 0F ¿+81+ SUBJECTS rN A TEST
OF CRTTICAL THINKING ABTTITY
!

Age Total
Group Number
Teens
20r s

3ors
&ots

50t s
60t s

7o*

Group

63
85
95

tz

67
57
35

Occupational group

IIIITI]VVVI
0

5

I

3

40

3

I

6
7

I

3

r: s*#;

l+0

10

l+3

l+

25

9

2l+

4,

7

3

056
1L9
b0
61
20
)0
20

I
1g
33

22
2b
18
20

"iii:;ärïi"iÏ3iå33¿"li'ilîËiiu
manasers'

åiå¿iiili' :"iiill*Tåå"To*oanv
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II:

SemÍ-professional. Small business proprietors (druggists, grocers, jewellers,
photographers,) cJerical- services (office
clerks, accountants, bank tellers, stenographers, secretariesr) salesmen, insurance underwriÈers, junior Ëechnicians,
laboratory assistants, nurses and teachers
not in supervisory positions.
Group fII:
SkÍIled tabour. Cabinet makers, carpenters,
mechanics,' foreñen,
@senior
polÍce, carmen, Iinemen, railway engineers,
Group

farmers.

Unskilled I;abour. Caretakers, construction
FelþêFsl-lomestics, waitresses, locker
attendants, mechanical helpers, farm hands.
Group V: Students, not presently employed.
Group VI: Housewj.ves, who did not specify particular
employment outside of the home.
Group fV:

It will be noted that most categories are well represented
throughout all the decades, with the obvious exception of
students. Within each age group, a balanced percentage of
oecupations was the aim. 0f the over-7O group, only ten.
were Ínstitutionalized. Eight of these qrere 1n a home for
the aged and two luere temporarily in a convalescent hospital.
6. Residence. The subjects were for the most part
residents of the city of Winnipeg (31+7\ , although 83 tests
were given in Saskatoon and 25 1n Ottawa. Ten subjects
were residents of oËher Canadian cities, 19 were from rural
points in Manitoba, Saskatchewan and Ontarío. ït is impossibl-e to state how many of the urban-donicil-ed were of rural
or mixed geographical background, but undoubtedly many !üere
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such,

control was kept over intelligence facËors, other
than Èhat only obviously tfnormaln persons were tested.
Tests were rejected for varíous reasons besides the
prevÍous1y mentioned doubt as to correct age" Except for
one or two small classes of students, each subjecË was asked
Índividually to complete the test form. The flnal 481+ subjects represent about one-third of those asked. The remaining two-thirds refused on grounds of lack of confidence in
their ability to cope with pencil-and-paper tests, disinterest, fear that the test was one of intelligence or that the
trauthorÍtiesfr would learn their score. litlhen assured of
anonymity if they so desired, a number ürere later persuaded
to take the test. Except for a few, each testee was supervised by the investigator or a trained assistant. The few
exceptions were wel-l-known and trusted persons who wished
to eomplete the test form at their Leisure and return iÈ by
No

maiL or personal

delivery. A number of others who wished
to protecü their anonymiûy from the group in whieh they were
workÍngr or from the investigator, hrere al-so allowed to
return the form by maiI, but a careful check was made of
these and íf any doubt arose as to the reporÈed personal
faetsr or to the authenticity of the anshrer form being the
work of the subject, it was rejected. There i,\Iere very few
of these.
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PROCEDURE

AdministratÍon of the Test
For the most part, the test was adminj-stered to

individuals or small groups of three or four persons, The
instructions provided in the Critical Thinking Appraisal
Manual (75\ were followed, but given in somewhat more informal terms when used with individuals. The largest single
group of testees numbered 18, a high school class chosen for
its variations in economic and social background rather than
for its homogeneity, Each mernber of thís and other smaller
groups of indívidually chosen subjeets was supplied with a
test booklet, separate answer sheet, and pencil, and instructed as follows:
lrMay I have your attention, please? Each
' of you- has
been- given a Èest Éoðt<tet and a
separate answer sheet" Do not open the booklet or make any marks on it until ï tell you

to do so.

ffThis booklet contains five tests designed

to find out

how

you can think.
nEach

logicaIly and analytically

tesü is preceded by íts own speeific
ltlhen I telI you to beginr yoü will
read ühe directlons for the first test and
study the sanple questions until you know what
you are to do. If you cannot readily determine what the directions mean, ralse your hand
and I will explain them to you. Do noü ask
questions about a test after you start to
Help will not be given on any test
answer it.
you have already started to answer. It{ake absolute1y no marks on the test booklet.

directions.

3l+

ItFor each question, decide what you think

is the best enswer. Then record your ehoice
by naking a black mark between the appropriate
pair of dotted LÍnes on the answer sheet. ff
you ehange your nind about an ansüIer, be sure
to erase ühe first mark completely. You may
anshrer a question even when you are nob perfectly sure that your answer is correct, but
you should avoÍd wild guessíng. Do not spend
too much time on any one item. lfhen you finish a pager Bo right on to the next one.
Work as rapidly and as accuraÈe1y as you can.
trln marking your answers, always be sure
that the answer space is numbered the same as
the question in the test booklet.
rfRemember that you are to start reading the
directions when I tell you to start. If you
wish to change an ansv¡er, erase completely,
and make no marks on the test booklet. After
you have finished checking your anshrers¡ f,€turn the answer sheet to me. Are there any
questions before we begin?
trAll right nohr, open your booklets and
begín. rl

The testees urere asked

to write their

names, occupa-

tion, education and exact age on the answer sheet. There
was no time límÍt on the test,. Time varied from about forty
minutes to several hours. Iiüith some of the aged subjects
who were incapacitated for such reasons as poor eyesight or
arthritic hands, the investigator read the items and marked
the choices for the subject.
Scoring of the Test
Each answer sheet was scored by

the use of the

key

provided with Ëhe test, and raw scores obtained in this

ner, for

each

man-

of the subtests as well as for the total test.
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Since the maximum scores on each of the subtests varied,

all raw scores urere converted into Z-scores. These were
then again converted into T-scores whÍch represent the
individualrs score in a distributíon with a mean of 50
and a c of 10. All graphs are plotted in T-score units.

CHAPTER

]II

THE RESULTS AND DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

I.

THE RESULTS OF THE TNVESTTGATÏON

The rast scores obÈained by

the 484 subiects are

given in Appendix rt0.rr Their converted raw scores are
summarized ín graphical and tabular form in Figures 1-

4 and Tables ïïI-Vï.

in Critical Thinkine and its Subabilities
Figure 1 and Table III indicate the course of
developrnent and decline of critical thinking ability
(composite of five subabiLities.) It ean be seen that
this ability is not too highly developed Ín teen-age subjects. However, it rapidly develops with the years,
reaching a peak in the mid-twenties. Critical thinking
ability then holds up well with age into the mid-thirties,
after whieh it begins to decline steadily through to old
AEe Changes

age.

consideration is given to each of the five subtests, there is little difference noted in the general
patterns of peak and decline. Although some peaks are
achieved later than at 2J years, none of the subabil-ities
lr/hen

holds up later than the age of 35r âs indicated ín Figures

2, 3 and l¡"
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IABLE

Criüieal

ÏN ITS

IN

CRTTICAL THTNKING (COMPOSITE)
FTVE SUBAB]LITTES--MEAN T-SCORES

AGE CHANGES
AND

IIT

Teens

20ts

l0t s

bots

fnf erence l+8.60

54.30

5l+.1+9

b9 "39

t+7

b6.66

53.6h

53.83

5L.O7

l+7

"82

53 " l+5

55.1+È

Interpre- l+.9.25
tation
Evaluation b7 "l+2
of Arguments

55.88
5t+.91

Ability

s

601 s

7o+

l+6.O1+

37.22

l+9.08

t+5.60

I+2.57

50 "66

l+7,97

43.68

ho.63

53.29

5L.L2

l+9.O5

b8.27

l+6.39

53,83

50.32

b9.73

lûl}. s0

l+3.L3

50t

"6t

Recognition

õr

Assumpbions

Deductive
Thinking

Critical

Thinking

47

.95

5t+.38 5t+,1S

50

.51

48

.69

tr5

.6È t+L .99
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Abilitv to draw inferences. Figure 2 indicates
that the peak of ability to draw inferenees appears to be
at aboub age )J, after which it declines sharply. Between
the ages of t+5 and, 65, however, there is a steadier maintaining of scores than there is by the over-65 group, whích
appears to l-ose this ability extremely rapidly.
Abilltv to detect assumptions. .th" peak mean for
the ability to recognize assumptions has been closely approached by the age of 25 and is mainbained till 35, as shown
in Figure 2, The declÍne of this abilíty appears to be less
sharp thereafter, than the decline of inferential abÍl-ities.
Nevertheless, it is steady throughout each of the successive
age groups.

thinkine. Figure 3 shows that the peak of
ability to make deductions is arrived at by age 35r and that
it is approached much more gradually than the preceding subabÍlity peaks for drawing inferences and recognizing assumptions. Afber 35 the decline ís süeady tÍll the age of 55,
after which the rate of decline is fairly rapid.
Deductive_

AbilÍtv to interpret data. It appears from Figure J
that ability to interpret data and weigh evidence achieves
its peak earlier than that of the preceding three subabilities,
being reached at age 25, There is no stage of maintenance

l+L

for thÍs subability, but a decline at an even rate
the later years.

bowards

Abilitv to evaLuate arEuments. Figure 4 indicates
thatr âs with the ability to interpret data, the ability to
evaluate argumenbs approaches its peak at 25 years. The
rate of decline is approxinately the same. AlÙhough not
quíte so steady, Ít holds up fairly well between 45 and 55"
Individual Differences
The preceding results portray a very gloomy pícture
as far as later age changes in critical thinking are concerned. It is inportant to remember, however, that these
conclusions are based on the mean performance of subjects ín
different decades, with no attention being given to individual variations in test performance. The picture becomes
much more encouraging when one determines

the percenËage of

subjects Ín the later decades who obtain scores equal to or
greater than those obtained by subjects at their peakr that
is, those 1n their twenties and thirties' Tabl-e IV shows
such an analysis. In it is given the percentage of subjects
in the different decades receiving seores equal to or greater

the peak mean of 7O.3t+ (raw score on botal test) obtained by the 20 to 39 age group. It can be seen that, while
the percentage of subjects achieving scores over the peak
mean declínes with âBêr there is stÍIl a faÍrly high
Ëhan

l+2

percenËage of

individuals in the older age group who ob-

tain scores as high or higher than this peak. For example,
we find that approximately 16 per cent of subjects in the
sixties do as well or better than those in their youth;
about 2l per cent of those in the fifties do as wel-l or
better, and approximately 28 per cent of those in the forties do as well or better than those aü their peak. Thus,
when individual differences are taken into consideration,
the decrement in critical thinking in the later years is
not as pronourxced as it appears to be at first sight.
TABTE TV
PERCENTAGE OF SUBJECTS IN DIFFERENT DECADES OBTAINING
scoREs EQUAL T0 0R ABoVE THE PEAK MEAN Oî 7O.3t+
OBTATNED BY THE 20
39 AGE GROUP

-

Age

Group

of Raw Score Number over Percentage
Subjecüs Mean Mean of 7O.3b over Mean of

Number

70.3b

lnOrs

8z

65.O9

23

28,O5

5ot s

67

62

"rg

1l+

20.89

60t s

57

58" 05

9

L5.79

Over 70

35

53.3L

3

8.57

RiEiditv vs" Flexibílitv in Critical ThinkinE
During the course of administration of the tests
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it

that cerEain subjects, usually the older
ones, often exhibited a high degree of mental rigidÍty in
naking crÍticaI judgments. In order to ascertain whether
any significant difference in rigÍdity or flexibility in
thinking existed between the various age groups, the scores
for Test I, Inference, lÀ¡ere examined. In this subtest, the
subjeet Ís required to make a choice between different
degrees of truth and falsity. The items can be judged
true, probably true, false, probably falser or eontaining
insufficient data for making a correct decision. For purposes of statistical analysis, the l¡8L subjects were divided
into ühree age groups: under 2J, 35 to l+5, and over 60
was observed

years,

of ehoices made by the
thnee age groups of various possible answers to questions
requiring inferences. ït can be seen from this table that
the mean score for the extreme choices of true or false increases with êB€¡ from 2.97 to 4.15. This increase is statisticalLy significant (t = 8,¿03¡ 'p ( ,00I,) Table V also
shows that the number of ltinsuff:l-cient datall responses decreases with age (1"60 vs. l+"23) as does also the mean number of ltprobably true or falserr ansr¡rers (4.17 vs. 3,63.)
Although the firsb difference is statistically significant
(t = 2.69r p = .01)r the seeond is not (t = L.72, p > ,05
Table V shows the mean number

<

.10.

)

l+l+

results it would appear that the older
subjeets are more inclined to choose the absol-utes of true
and fal-se than to consider the intermediate degrees of
truth and fal-sity, or üo consider the possibility of insufficient data being provided. This relative inflexibility
on the part of the older subjects is undoubtedly one of
the reasons for the decrement in critical thinking abilit'y
which occurs after the míd-thirtíes.
From these

TABT,E V

0F CHOICES BT THREE AGE GROUPS, 0F Fr\rE
POSSIBLE ANSIJIIERS TO SUESTIONS REQUIRING INFERENCE

MEAN NUìßER

Number of
Subj ects

Age

Group

of Choices
True and Probably True fnsufficient Data
or FaLse
FaIse
Mean Number

r10

2.97

l+.L7

5.60

t+5

9l+

3.6L

3.33

5.go

Over 60

92

b.L5

3.63

b.23

Under

35 -

25

Objectivity in Critical- Thinkine
In a further attempt to discover the reasons for the
fairly pronounced decremenü in crÍtieal- thinkíng Ì,rl'ith âg€ r
an analysis was made of the objectivity with which subjects
of different ages answered the problems posed in the test,

45

of objectivity could easily be devised, since the
test problems are such bhat they requíre critical thinking
about two different kinds of subject matter. In half the
items, the subject is asked to think critically about probAn index

Iems involving ?fneutraltr subjecb matter such as the weather,

scientific facts or experiments, and other thíngs concerning
which people generally do not seem to have strong emotional
feelings or prejudices. The other half of bhe test is composed of items Ëhat are approximately parallel in logical
structure, but pertain to subject matter involvÍng political,
economÍc, sociaf and racial issues toward which people are
apt to have emotional feetings, biases or prejudices. The
inclusion of subject matter from various areas of controversy or preiudice should provide a partíal sample of a
personr s thinking about issues regarding which he is apt to
have personar biases. Thusr âtrJI subjectrs total critical
thinking score is tikely to be reduced by any lack of objectivity in hís thÍnking about the problem posed.
An index of objectívity for each subject was calculated by dividing hís score on the ttemotionally loadedrl
items by his score on the nneutrall? items, and multiplying
by 100" Before doing this, however, it was necessary to
identify those items which would most clearly have an emotional loadÍng for the particular group involved, that is,
the locaL Canadian sample, and those items which would have

b6

no such emotlonal loading for the local group studj-ed.
This factor is particutarty imporüant since the ltlatsonGlaser test of critical thinking is an American test
ennploying questions which are emotional

or neutral for

but not necessarily so for Canadians. This
identification of the two types of items was achieved by
presentj-ng the 99 items of the test to a group of thirteen
carefully picked local judges. These judges ulere requíred
to rate each item on a three-point scale with the following

Americans

criteria:
2. Strong emotionaL bias. This rating applies
if mañy people are likely to feel st-rongly
one way or ãnother about the item. I¡Iithout
a doubt, the item would be decided on the
basÍs of previous experiences of a strong
emotional- nature with similar material or
si-tuations.

1. Mild emotional bias. These items are not
considered strongly loaded with emotÍonal
prejudice or bias, but could give rise to
occasional or moderate emotional defensive
reacti-ons or feelings. They may have a
stronger emotional loading for eertain Índividuals, but not for majority groups or
for the population generallY.
0. Neutral- items, which are rel-atively devoid
of emotional connotation, except for
occasional atypieal individuals.
The mean weights for the 99 items were then computed.
the highest weights were considered
to be rtemotionally tonedft while those showing the lowesb
weights were considered to be the most Itneutraf .t1 A total
Those items receiving

l+7

of 30 items (15 of each) was thus selected' These items
are listed in Table WI, Appendix rlEorl
For purposes of statistical analysis the 484 subjects were divided into three age groups: under 25 years,
35 to b5 years, and over 60 years. For each subject in
these age groups an objectivity index was caleulated in
the manner mentioned previously (emotionalfneu[ral.) In
such an index, a high score indicates a high degree of
objectivity in answering the test questions, and a Low

score, low objectivity or subjectlvity. Table VI sunmarizes the results. ft can be seen that as age increases
TABTE

TTI

OBJECTIVITY INDICES FOR THREE AGE GROUPS,
UNDER 25, 35-45 YEARS AND oVER 6O vems

Age Group

Under

25

Number

of Subjects

Objectivity Index

110

].o2, l+h5

35

h5

9l+

99.521

over

60

92

96.L63

there Ís a progressive decrease in the objectivity with
which the subjects answered the test items. The difference
in scores between the under 25 age group and ühe over 60
group is statistically significant (t = Z.OLr p ) .OZ <.05')

¿18

this it would appear that the over 60 group had
allowed theÍr emotional feelings, biases and prejudices
to reduce the objectivity of their thinking. This undoubtedly is another factor partly responsible for the large
decrement in critical thinking shown by the elderJ-y subjects.
From

II.

DISTUSSÏON OF RESULTS

results have Índicated that critical
thinking ability is poorly developed in childhood and that
it does not reach the peak of development until the midtwenties. Following this, it holds steady for some years'
showing a gradual and progressive decLine after t'he age of
35, through to the period of o1d age. This curve of development and decline is quite similar to those which have been
obtained in studies of general intelligence by the use of
such tests as the Army Alpha (42), the Otis {491', and the
Vrlechsler-Bellevue (76\. However, there is one maÍn difference. Critical thinking ability matures l-ater and begins
üo decline later than general intelligence which reaches its
peak in the late teens or early twenties and then immediately
begíns to deeline. This difference mighü be expected since
critical- thÍnking is an ability which presumably is dependent upon a considerable amount of accumulated experience.
The curve of development and decline of critical
thinking ability¡ âs demonstrated in this sËudy, is also
The preceding
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quíte similar to those obtained in three other studies of
intellectual- processes. For example, Raven (see Figure 80
of Zubek and $ol-b€rgr 80, p. 27OJ, studying subjects ranging in age from 6 to 60 years, found that the t?capacity to
understand and apply a fresh method of thinkingtt reaches a
peak in the mid-twenties and then slowly declines thereafter,
A similar curve of development and decline of the
higher thought processes was the result of Bromleyr s study
in 1956 (S) . He ad.ministered the Shaw test to 256ttrel-atively normalrt adults divided into four age groups (17-35, 3551, 5L-66, 66-82.) This test is one of creative intellectual output and involves the mental operations of abstracting, serializing and productj.ve thinking, and persona]

quallties of persistence, flexibÍIitY, originality and
fluency. Bromley found that the peak years for both quality and quantity of output occurred in the youngest group
(mean âB€r 27 years) and that both quality and quantity
declined with âB€r quality of output declining more rapidly.
Lehmants study (l+7J of age and achievement resulted
in a growEh curve which showed a rapid rise from the age of
20 to the early thirties, foll-ov¡ed by a slow decline to the
l+5-5O interval, with maximum productivity aE 33 and a rapid
drop after the age of 55. Lehman concluded, however, that
while manf s most creative years occur relatively early in

50

life, and quality of achievement reaches its peak earl-ier
and declines more rapidly than mere quantity achÍevement,
very high qualitative achievement reaches its peak earlier
and deelines more rapidly than achievement of lesser merit.
The peak year for both quality and quantity of aehievement
in this study bras shown to be 27 .
All of these studies seem to indicate that the overall curve of development and decline is essentially the
same for the various kinds of intellectual processes.
In the present investigation, the pattern of development and decline of the five subabilities of critical
thínking was shown to be anything but uniform. The ability
to inberpret data and the ability to evaluate arguments
both reach a peak in the mid-twenties and decline almost
immediately. 0n the other hand, the subabilities of drawing Ínferences, deteeting assumptions and making deductions
do not reach their peaks tiII some ten years later, after
which they also begin to decline. Furthermore, the rate of
decline of the five subabiliti-es Ís shown to vary considerably. Other investigators have al-so found a similar differentiaL pattern of growth and decline in subabilities.
Jones and Conrad (l+2), for instance, found such differences
occurring on the indivldual subtests of bhe Army Alpha'
Scores on verbal analogies, they pointed out, decl-ined more
quickly than those on arithmetical reasoning, and the Latter

5I
more quíckly than those on general

information. This
study al-so revealed a fairly marked decline in the ol_d
age groups, of their ability to form comparisons, to
reason by analogy, exercise judgment, plan for the future,
detect simil-aritÍes and to do arithmetic problems.
Eysenck (2I) found that the most rapid decline was on
tests dedueing rel-ations and correl-ates. ft would seem
clear, then, that the specific effect of age on intellectual
processes is a function of the particular abiliùies being
studied.

This discussion has so far dealb with the overall or
mean performance of subjects in the various decades and the
resulÈs indicaüe that oLder subjects perform much worse

ones.

of mean scores, however, can be
quite deceptive, since it fails to show the great overlap
in score distribution from one decade to the next. This
overlap is frequently evident in such investigations as the
present one. Here, it was shown that approximately sixteen
per cent of the subjects in their sixties and twenty-one
per cenü in their fifties do as well or even better than
those at the peak of their ability (see Table IV.) EssentialIy the same resul-ts urere obtained by Miles (50, 51) in
the Stanford University Studies in Later it[aturity, who reported that anywhere from 10 to 25 per cenÈ of those in later
Èhan younger

The use
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maturity and old age do as well or better than those in
middle maturity or at their Peak.
The question arises, then, âs to why a decrement in

in later years. Several reasons are
offered when such resul-ts are revealed in experfnents on
aging. One of these is the speed, or time factor--the ol-der
performanee ocgurs

person cannot work as quickly as a younger subject and eonsequently receives a lower Score. This factor was not

operative in the present experiment, since a power test

luas

employed.

A second reason for the occurrence of a decrement in
old age performance is that of poor or faulby motivation on
the part of the older subjects. It is doubtful whether this

is a sígnificant factor in the present investigation. The
subjects were aII volunteers and no Pressure of any kind was
used to secure cooperation. Any individuaL showing reluctance or indifference ltras reiected. 0n the other hand, the
subjects showed a keen interest in solvíng the problems.
This enthusiasm on the part of many of the subjects may be
due largely to the nature of the test probl-ems" These_were
mostl-y of a realistic or practical nature, dealing with
political, economic, social- and scientific issuesr all of
which elicit the interest of most people.
A thírd reason offered for explanation of decrement
is that the decLine is attributable to a lack of recent
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practice in the abilities tested. Again, this factor is
not believed to have played too great a role in accounting
for the present results. The problems l¡Iere of the kind that
Furthermore, since
people often encounter in daily life.
most of the older subjeets were Ín the professional or semiprofessional categories, they of necessity had to use their
critical abilities constantly, in some degree, in the course

of their normal duties.
of the subtests of the Critical
Thinking Appraisal Test reveal-ed that some of the decrement
is most likely due to the operation of two factors. The
first is low objectivity in dealing with certai-n types of
problems" It was found that the older subjects had allowed
their emotional feelings and prejudices to reduce the objectivity of their thinking when dealing with racial, social,
political and other Íssues about which people have strong
An item analysis

personal feelings.

factor Ín decline is that of
mental ftrigidity.tr O]der subjects, in ansv¡ering certain of
the test problems, tended to choose the absolutes of true
and false, rather than to consider other possible alternative
ansr^rers. Thís nrigiditytl on the part of the older subjecbs
in choosing among al-ternatives is a well-known phenomenon
in the literature on gerontology' For exarnple, Heglin (36J
used the Luchins I¡later Jars test to investigate the operation
The second possible

5b

of rrsetrr in different age groups. ThÍs test measures a
subjectfs degree of rigidity or flexibil-ity in solving
problems. He reported that the older group (50 to 85
years) showed more set on all measures¡ ê.9. ¡ susceptibility to set, ability to surmount set, and trainability
in avoiding seü. The middle group (20 to 4.9 years) showed
Iess, and the younger group (14.to 19 years) ttre least set.
The older group improved least with training. Sinilar results were reported by Anderson and Dvorak (2, who asked a
group of subjects to evaluate various moral- issues according to a number of standards such as absolute standards of
right and wrong, standards of public opínion and standards
set by intelligent judgment. They reported that a very
high percentage of middle-aged people made their judgments
according to absolute criteria, Similarly, Jones (b3),
using teachers of different ages, found that the older ones
tended to classify various issues according to absolute
standards.

In addlËion to these two factors of low objecbivity
and mental rigidity, physical- changes in the centraf nervous
system undoubtedly also play a part in produclng the decremenü in critical- thinking in old age. Zubek and Solberg (8O)
have pointed out a number of these degenerative changes"
'decrement
in
There is, for instance, a consi-stent pattern of
the size and weight of the brain after ó0 years. There are
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also changes in pigmentation, such as the loss of staining
properties in the cel-I nucleus and the infiltration of
pigments and fatty substances into the nerve celIs. Other
investÍgators have reported, with considerable consisterc¡fr
the compLete disappearance (by neuronophagia) of some cells
in the brain. There are al-so reports of the greater incidence of slow brain waves after the age of 65, throughout
all parts of the cerebral cortex. These EEG changes indicate
a depression of neural activity and are undoubtedly related

to the decline of psychologícal

processes.

findings as these, then, ít vlould seem that
both psychological factors (such as emotional and attitudinal)
and physical factors are responsible for the decrement in
critical thinking abilities which appears ín the laber years
From such

of life.

CHAPTER

IV

SU}fiTiARY AND CONCTUSIONS

This investigation has dealt wibh the development
and decline of one particular type of higher inÈellectual
process, vi-z. critical- thinking ability. Previous research
has been extremel-y meagre and has dealt for the most part
with }inited areas of development. Studies have been confined, for example, to that of establishing the age of the
beginnings of thinking processes in young children, or of
comparing the performance of older and younger subjects in

tests of conceptual thinking, deductive and inductive
reasoning, the use of logic and creative thinking, all of
which are involved in some degree in critical thinking.
But none of these can be said to be, in itself, a measure
of critical thinking ability. Furthermore, very few of the
studies have been concerned with the l-ife span changes in
these abil-1ties.

Recently, several investigators have subjected this
particular ability Èo examination and have constructed a
reasonably good measure of it. This is the 'Í¡Iatson-Glaser
Critical Thinking Appraisal test. In the present lnvestigation, this test was adminj-stered to 484 subiects ranging in

years. Withín each age group there hlas an
equal representation of the sexes and a diversification of

age from L2 Eo 8p
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educational, occupational and economic baekgrounds.
Raw scores obtained for each of the five subtests,
inference, recognition of assumptions, deduction, interpretation and evaluation of arguments, v¡ere eonverted to Tscores and graphs representing the developmental- growbh
and decl-ine

of

each

of

t,hese

five subabilitíes of critical-

thinking were drawn up.
From the data obtained from each of five subtests
of critical thinking abitÍty and from a composite of these
five subabil-ities, the main findings are as fol-lows:
Critical thinking ability shows a progressive increase from l-ate childhood through to the mid-twenties,
holds up to )J years and then declines progressively through

to the seventies. The five subabilities of criticaL thinking show a differential pattern of deveLopment and decl-ine.
Although the oLder subjects as a whole scored poorly in

critical- thinking,

still showed a high level of
performance--a performance as high or higher than that of
young adult subjects. The poor performance in eritical
thinking ability in the older subjects is partly due to the
two factors of rigidity in thinkÍng, and low objectivity.
In ansi,vering the test problems, the older subjects as a
whole were inclined to choose the absol-utes of true or
false, rather than to consider i-ntermediate degrees of
truth and falsity or other afternatives. The older subjects
many

of

them
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also allowed theÍr emotional feelings and biases to reduce
the objeetivity of their thinking about certain problems "
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TEST

1.

Inf erence

Drrucrroxs . An inJerence is a conclusion which a person
draws from certain observed or supposed facts. Thus,
from the electric light visible behind the window shades
and f¡om the sound of piano music in a house, a person
might infer tbat someone is at home. But this inference
may or may not be correct. Possibly the people in the
house went out leaving the tights on, and the piano music
could be coming from a radio or phonograph they left
playing.
In this test each exercise begins with a statement of facts
which you are to regard as true. After each statement of
facts you will find several possible inferences
that is,
inferences which some persons might make-from the
stated facts. Examine each inference separately, and
make a decision as to its degree of truth or falsity.
On the Answer Sheet you will find for each inference
spaces marked with the letters T, pT, ID, pF, and F.
For each inference make a mark on the Answer Sheet
under the appropriate letter as follows:

-

T

-

if you think the inference is def.nitely true;
that it properly follows from the statement
of facts given.

PT

-

if, in the light of the facts given, you ,t int
the inference is probabl,y true; that there is
better than an even chance that it is true.
if you decide that there are instfficient d,ata;
that you cannot tell from the facts given
whether the inference is likely to be t¡ue or

ID

-

-

EXAMPLE. A thousand

eighth-grade

students recently attended a volr.rntary
rveek-end conference in a lVlídwestern city.
At thís conference questions of ¡ace relations and means of achieving lasting world
peace wele discussed, since these were the
problems the students felt to be most vital
today.

l.

As a group, the students who attended
this conference had a keene¡ interest in
humanitarian o¡ b¡oad social problems than most eighth-grade students
have

2. The majority of these students were between the ages of 17 and 18.

3. The students came from all sections of
the country.

4. The students came

to

discuss t¡ade-

union problems

5. Some eighth-grade sturients felt that
discussion of ¡ace relations and means of
achieving world peace might be worthwhile.

fn the above example, inference I is þrobabty true (p-I
because (as is common knowledge) most eighth-grad
students are not likely to evidence such serious concer.
with broad social problems.
ïnference 2 is þrobably følse (pF) because (commo
knowledge) there are relatively few eighth-grade student
in the United States between 17 and 18 years of age.
There is no evidence for inference 3. Thus there ar
insufi,cient d.ata (ID) for making a judgment in thl

false.

PF

Here is the example; the correct answers are ind.icatr
in the block at the right.

if, in the light of the facts given, you think
the infe¡ence is þrobøbl,y Jalse; that there is
better than an even chance that it is false.

matter.

I'- if you think the inference is def.nitety fatse;

that it cannot possibly be drawn from the
facts given or that in some manner it con-

tradicts the facts.

in deciding whether an inference is probably true or probably false, you will have to use certain
Sometimes,

commonly accepted knowledge or information which
practically every person knows. This will be illustrated
in the example which follows.

I z1

fnference 4 is d.ef,ni,tely fake (F) because it is given i:
the statement of facts that race relations and means fo
achieving world peace were the problems discussed.
Inference 5 necessarily follows from the given facts; i
therefore is true (T).
In the exercises which follow, more than one of the in
ferences from a given statement of facts may be true (T)'
or false (F), or probably true (PT), or probably false (pF),
or have insufficient data (ID) to warrant any conclusion
That is, you are to consider each inference by itself.
Make a heavy black mark in the space under the lette;
that you think best describes each inference. If yot
change an ans'wer, erase thoroughly. Make no extr¿
marks on the answer sheet.

11^ ^-

t^ tL-

^ ---t

'.--
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A study in the Elrntown High School showed that the

ntelligence and achievement.. Students from high-in:ome homes took part in many more of the extracur:icular school activities which cost money than did tle
itudents f¡om low-income homes. Student offcers were
rsually chosen from the high-income group.

11. The immediate neighbors of the Negro doctor liked
him and did not join the mob.. .
12. The Negro doctor was a better citwenthan the white
people who lived around him.. .

1. Elmtown sent children of rich and poor to the same
high school.

13. The mob was composed of citizens who upheld demo-

2. Many students from low-income homes felt they
could¡'t afford to participate in extracurricular

craticprincþIes....

school activities which cost money.

14. The Negro family sold the house and moved else-

3. The students from low-income homes actually
studied harder than did the students from wealthy

where..

15. The white families in the district
their homes and moved away..

homes.

4. There were no differences between students from
high-income homes and students from low-income
homes on standard tests of intelligence and achievement..

of the students from

Bu

\ühen a Negro doctor bought a home in a suburban
residential district where only whites of various nationalities had lived before, a mob stoned the house and
broke many windows. The mayor, at the request of
his Committee on Race Relations, sent extra police to
keep order in this district,

students from high-income homes received better grades
rn the average than did pupils from low-income homes.
Di-fferences in school grades given by teachers were con;iderably greater than differences on standard tests of

5. The majority

:

all quickly

Mr. Brown, who lives near the town of
low-income

sold

Salem, was

brought before the Salem municipal court for the fourth
time in the past month on a charge of keeping his dance

homes, recognizing the general superiority of the
students from high-income homes, wanted them to
lead the student groups.

hali open after midnight. He again pleaded guilty and
was fi¡ed the maximum, $100, as in each earlier instance.

ló. Mr. Brown thought that it would pay him

ûnan-

cially to keep his place open after 12 o'clock, even
though he had to risk paying frequent ûnes..

The town of Westfield, beginni¡g twenty years ago,
as gradually bought up farms abandoned by owners
¡ho failed to pay taxes, and by this time has set out
cme 3600 acres of community forest. The oak trees
ave grown

rapidly.

17.

tion of the town of Salem.

The town forests yielded $9000 net

18. The regular patrons of
habitual lawbreakers..

,rofit on lumber last year and $8500 the year before.
,ocal authorities believe that the net proût on the lumer will eventually be $40,000 a year.
ó.

ft

costs the town more

than

it

19. The maximum

7. The operating expenses were less than $9000 last
year...

$100 was

are

fully effective in

20. The midnight closing law was enacted because one
of Mr. Brown's neighbors complained about the
nolse

8. The owrrers who abandoned their farms and failed to
pay their taxes v¡ere either incompetent farmers or
lazy ones.

Go on to the next þage.

9. The town of Westfield is continuing to buy up taxdeünquent farms to be set aside as community
forests.

0. The Westfield community forests will yield an annual
net proût of $40,000 within two or three years.. . . . .

ls

fi¡e of

Mr. Brown's dance hall

keeping all dance halls in Salem closed after midnight.

to cut and sell the lumber

realizes from the sales..

Mr. Brown's dance hall is within the legal jurisdic-

l
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Recogn'it'ion of Assuruþt'ions

Dm.BcrroNs. An øssumþtion is something supposed or
taken for granted. When someone states, " I'lI graduate
in June," he takes for granted or assumes that he will be
alive in June, that he will remain in school until that
time, that he will pass his courses, and similar things.
Below are a number of statements. Each statement
is followed by several proposed assumptions. You øre
lo d.ecid,e for each assurnþtion whether ii necessaril'y is

lines under "ASSUMPTION MADE" in the proþe
place on the Answer Sheet. If you think the assumptio:
is not necessarily taken for granted in the statemenl
make a heavy line under "ASSUMPTION NOl

MADE"

taken

on the Answer Sheet.
Below is an example: the block at the right shows hoi
these items should be marked on the Answer Sheet.
If you do not see why the answers marked are righl
ask the examiner to explain. In some cases more tha.

is taken for gtanted
in the statement, make a heavy mark between the dotted

one of the given assumptions is necessariþ made;
other cases none of the given assumptions is made.

for gìanted, in I'he statement.
If you think the given assumption

EXAMPLE. Sr¿rrunNrs:

"We need to save time in getting ttrere,

so

we'd better go by plane."

TESÎ

Pnopospo Assu¡ærroNs:

r. Goingbyplanewilltakeless time than goingby some otåermeans of transportation. (Itis
assumed in the statement ttrat greater speed of a plane over other means of transportation
enable the group to get to their destination in less time.)

will

to make plane connections to our destination.. (This is necessarily assumed in
ttre statement, since, in order to save time by plane, it must be possible to go by plane') ' . . .

z. It

i,

Ís possible

Travel by plane is more convenient tlan travel by train. (This assumption is not made in the
saving rime, and says nothing about co¡venience
statement
- the statement has to do wittr
or about any other specifc mode of travel.)

Srarorr,rr'¡rr: "The coach isn't going to let Ed play in
any more games this season."
PnoposBn Assu¡ærrorqs :

29. IL

22. Ed must have done something terribly lilrong.. . . . .
23. The

g¿ì.mes

MADE

I
zl
3:i
r

NOT
MÄDE

ii
i:

I

I don't

cs :

take the injections,

thefever.

for this season are not yet over.

2

ASSIIMPTIOTV

SrernrrnNr' "I want to be sure f don't get typhoi'
fever while I'm in South America, so I sha-ll go to m
physician and get typhoid injections before I sail."
Pnoposoo Asst¡¡¡ptro

21. Thecoach can prevent Ed from playing.

i

I

ill wit

shall become

.......,

injections.
31. I am going to South America very soon.
30. OnIy a physician can give typhoid

24. There will be a chance for Ed to play next season.. . .

'

i

Sreræu¡xt: "Ooly a fool would try to keep the pleas
ant taste of wine by having his mouth always full of it.
Srare¡¡¡r.rt: "The less government interferes with

Pnopospo Assr¡¡ærro¡¡s

:

business, the better for everyone."

32. Some fools don't like wine

Peoposp¡ Assu¡ærroNs:

33. A wise man never has his mouth

25. Government is inefficient..

34. Some fools get drunk on wine.

26. Most businessmen are superior in character to most
government officials.

27. Any good cause is injured

if it

gets mixed up in

28. IL free from government controls,. business would
do what is good for us.

.....'

Srerc¡¡¡ur: "If war is inevitable, we'd better launc
a preventive war novv while we have the advantage."
PnoposBo Assrr¡ærrows

politics..

full of wine..

35.

:

If we fight nolr, we are more likely to win tåan w
would be if forced to fight later..

36. \Mar is inevitable
Go on to the next þag'

[¿'l
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'EST J. Deductt,on
then put a heavy-black mark under "CONCLUSION
DOES NOT FOLLO'W," even though you may believe
it to be true from your general knowledge.
Lfüewise read and judge each of the other condusions.
Try not to let your prejudices influence your judgment
just stick to the given statements and judge each conclusion as to whether it necessarily foilows from them.
Mark all your answers on the Answer Sheet.
Here is an example; the block at the right showshow
your anss/ers should be marked on the Answer Sheet.

)rREcrIoNS. Each exercise below consists of two staterents (premises) followed by several proposed concluìons. For the purposes of this test, consider the two
:atements in each exercise as true without exception.
:ead the first conclusion beneath the statements, and
you think it necessarily Jollows from the stu'tements giaen,
nswer by making ahezvy black mark between the pair of
otted lines under "CONCLUSION FOLLOWS" in the
rrresponding blank on the Answer Sheet. If you think
. is not' a. necesslly conclusion from the given statements,
EXAMPLE.

l.

Some holidays are

rainy. All rainy

days are

boring.

Therefore

TEST 3
CONCLI'SION

-

No clear days are boring. (The conclusion does not follow, as you cannot tell from these
statements g'hetåe¡ or not clear days are boring and some may be.) . . .

FOLLOWS DOES
NOT

FOLLOW

-

2. Some holidays are boring. (The concìusion necessarily follows from the statements,

'i:

since,

according to them, the rainy holidays must be boring.)

3. Some holidays are not boring. (The conclusion

does

zl

notfollov¡ from the statements even

I
:i

though you may know that some holidays âre very pleasant')

'ii
AII good typists must be able to spell
an spell correctly. Therefore

Some students keep late hours. All students hate to
get up in the morning. Therefore
50. Alt students who hate to get up in the morning were
up late the night before..
51. No student likes to get up in the morning..
52. AII students who keep late hours hate to get up in
the morning
53. Keeping late hours causes students to hate to get up
in the morning. ...... . . . ....

correctly" Anne

-

7. Anne is not a good typist.
8. Anne's typing ability cannot be inferred from the
information given.

9. Anne is a good typist.

All
)re

glass is

transparent. Lucite is not glass. There-

-

0. Lucite is transparent..

.

If

Negroes are segregated, there is racial discrimination. If democratic principles are not violated, Negroes
are not segregated. Therefore

.

,1. Some fo¡ms of glass are not transparent..

.

-

,2. Lucite is not transparent..

All
s

a

54. Racial discrimination is limited to Negroes.... .. ..
55. IT there is racial discrimination, Negroes are segre-

radicals are foreign-born. No patriotic citizen

radical.

Therefore

¡

gated.

56.

-

,3. No radicai is a patriotic citizen.
i4. Libe¡als and Democrats work together for the same

If democratic principles are violated, there is racial
discrimination.. . .

All

children who are spanked develop repressions.

John never was spanked. Therefore 57. John has never developed repressions..

ends..

No patriotic citizen is foreign-born.. . . .
!ó. Some foreign-born people are patriotic citizens.. . . .
15.

58.

All

peopie who have repressions probably were

spanked while children.. . .
Some Russians would like to control the world. All
ìussians seek a better life for themselves. Therefore
17. Some people
seek a better

-

who would like to control the wo¡ld'
life for tåemselves.

t8. AII people who seek a better life for themselves would
like to control the world.
t9. Many Russians find tife under their dictatorship
miserable, and therefore seek a change.

[<l

ff a person thinks straight, he will defrne the problem
to be solved. Some people do not define the problem
to be solved. Therefore
59. If a person does not think straight, he will not def¡e
the problem to be solved

ó0. If a person deûnes the problem to be solved, he thinks
straight.
ó1. Some people do not know how to define the problem
to be solved
Go on lo the next t¡aoe.

Watson-Glær

TEST

4.

Interþretat'ion

Drn¡crro¡rs. Each exercise below consists of a shórt
paragraph followed by several proposed conclusions.
For the purpose of this test assume that everything in
the short paragraph is true. The problem is to judge
whether or not each of the proposed conclusions logically follows beyond a reasonable doubt from the information given in the paragraph.
If you thinl< that the proposed conclusion follows
beyond. a reasonøble doubl, (even though it may not follow

A

salesman

I

for Brown's Liniment claimed that

absolutely and necessarily), then make a heavy blac
mark between the appropriate dotted lines under tl
"CONCLUSION FOLLOïI/S', column on the Answr
Sheet. If you think that the conclusio n does not foJforv br
yondareasonable doubt from the facts given, then make
mark under "CONCLUSION DOES NOT FOLLOW.

In some cases more than one of the proposed conch
sions may follow; in other cases none of the conclusior,

may follow.

his

Among the people listed in Who's Who ,in America thos
with college degrees are about 15 times more numerou
than those with only a grade-school education. ,

product would promptly soothe sore muscles in the body
because it would penetrate very quickly -to the afiected
parts. fn order to demonstrate the penetrating qualities of Brown's Liniment, the salesman poured ten drops
on a thick piece of sole leather, and the liniment qui&ly
went through this substance.

ó9.

If

the given figures hold constant, college graduate:
to 1 better chance of being liste
in Wh.o's Who than have people with only a gradr
as a group have a 15

o

school education.

70. The editors

of. Wl¿o's Who give undue weight to th
types of achievement made by college-trained peoplr

ó2. The liniment which the salesman poured on the sole
leather was effective in penetrating the kind of sole
leather used in the demonstration.

71. People listed in Who's Wl¿o tend to come fror
wealthy families who can afford to give their childre;
many advantages, including a college education. ..

63. The salesman deliberately misrepresented his product.
The salesman's demonstration was good evidence for
his claim that the iiniment would promptly soothe
sore muscles in the body..

Jane's posture used to be poor; she d¡essed in ba<
taste, had very few friends, was ill at ease in company
and in general was quite unhappy and maladjusted
Then someone recornmended that she visit Dr. Baldwin

ó5. There is no relationship between the liniment's

ability
to penetrate this particular piece of sole leather and
its abüity to penetrate into the human body. . . . ..

a reputed expert on helping people to improve thei.
personality. Jane took this recommendation, and afte
three months of treatment by Dr. Baldwin she carrier
herself well, dressed attractively, was more at ease an(
more popular, and in general felt much happier.
72. lane's improvement may be only temporary.
73. Jane's marked improvement must have been broughr
about by important factors other than Dr. Baldwin,s

In a certain city where school attendance laws are
rigidly enforced, it was found that only 15 per cent of
the male school population had a perfect attendance
record during any single school semester. Among those

treatment.

who sold ne\¡/spapers, however, 25 per cent had a perfect
attendance record during the same period.

6ó.

:

'=

74. Jane's improvement was caused solely by the treat
ment given her by Dr. Baldwin

If

truants were given jobs selling .rewspupe.s, their
school attendance would improve.

ó7. Newsboys

in

Several studies have shov¡n that Southern Negroes,
make lower scores on intelligence tests than Norther¡'
Negroes, but that the average measured. intelligence ol
Southern Negro children who move North at an earþ
age increases each year until their average measured intelligence approaches that of the Northern Negroes.
75. The children of Southern Negroes who move North
tend to equal the children of Northern Negroes in
the kinds of ability measured by the intelligencet

another city would have a similarly

superior attendance record.

ó8. Those who carry partial responsibility for their own
support tend to take their schooiing more seriously..

testsused. ......

7ó. The increase is due to the relative superiority of the:
schools Negroes attend in the North.

t6l

Go on to the next þage.

TEST

4. Interþretatíon (Conti.nued.)

A national weekly magazine published some articles
criticizing the action of the Catholic Church in matters
cf health and. censorship, and was promptly banned
from the high school libraries by the school board of an
Eastern city.
The majority of the people on that school board
were afraid of the power of the Catholic Church.. . .
78.

A

sleeping rvife was awakened by the sensation of a
sharp blow across her mouth. Later that night her
husband returned from a fishing trip, his front teeth
knocked out by a sharp blow from the oar of his boat.
Apparently the husband's accident and the wife,s dream
came at about the same time.

82. Under the circumstances described there was no
way for any ordinary form of direct communication
between the husband and wife at the time of the

A majority of the people in that city must have been
Catholics.

husband's accident.

t9. The magazine should not have published those arti-

83.

cles

Statistics for a certain city in the United States, which
ras a well-organized Boy Scout program, indicate that
luring the past ten years no Scouts have been convicted

.

If

the facts reported in this case are true, they can
be accounted for only by the operation of mental
telepathy.

84. The dream was a chance coincidence which was not
really influenced by the accident
85. There are many occurrences in life which we do not

,f juvenile delinquency.

understand.

;0. The Scout program prevents delinquency

;1. Scouting is a good way to meet the most important
I needs of boys today.

'EST

s.

Go on to the next test.

Evaluation oÍ Arguments

)n¡crroxs. In making decisions about important
it

Here is an example. The block at the right shows how
these arguments should be marked on the Answer Sheet.

to distinguish between
rguments that are strong and those which are zleaþ in
> far as the question at issue is concerned.
, Strong arguments must be both important and diuestions

is desirable to be able

Study them carefulty untii you know just what is ex-

pected of you. Note that the argument is evaluated as
to how well it supports the side of the question indicated.

:ctly related to the question.
Weak arguments may not be directly related to the
uestion, even though they may be of great general
nportance; or they may be of minor importance; or
ìey may be related to trivial aspects of the question.
Below is a series of questions. Each question is folrwed by three or four arguments. For th,e þurþose of
'.'is test you øre to regard, each argurnent øs ürùe. The
roblem then is to decide whether it is a STRONG
:gument or a WEAK argument.
You are to answer by making a heavy mark on the
nswer Sheet under "STRONG" if you think the argu.ent is strong, or by making a heavy mark under
WBAK" on the Answer Sheet if you think the argu.ent is weak. When evaluating an argument, judge it
r its own merit; try not to let counter-arguments or
)ur own attitude toward the question influence your
rdgment. Judge each argument separately. fn some
restions all the arguments may be STRONG, in others
I may be WEAK.
I

EXAMPLE.

Should atl young men go to

college?

l.

Yes; college provides an opportunity

for them to lea¡n

school songs and
cheers. (This would be a silly reason for
spending years

of one's life in

college.)

2. No; most young men proñt more from
work ex¡rerience than from college classes.
_(According to the directions, we must
accept this argument as true; hence it is
a strong and important one against all
you¡g men going to college.)

3.

¡1

No;

excessive studying permanently
warps an individual's personality. (This
argument, although of great general importance when accepted as true, is not
directly related to the question, because
attenda¡ce at college does not necessarily require excessive studying.). . . . .

TEST

5

ARGUMEI{T

STRONG WE.AK

'i;

E

z

:i

p
'!i

Go on to lhe

ß

nerl

hanc-

\\¡atp¡-Glaær : B:

Remember that

for

ühe

þurþose of thi,s tesl eaclt argument is to be regard,ed' as true.

Should the government provide " baby bonuses " to
help support each dependent child in a family so that
the famþ standard of Iiving is not lowered by having

Is it possible for man to develop a death ray that wi
kill all living beings on whom it is focused?

No; no one has ever seen such a death ray outsid

children?

86.

the comics.

Yes; every family then could afford proper child

93.

care, which would greatiy improve the general health
of the nation.

beings.

87. No; such bonuses would require much higher taxes'
thus actually lowering the general s¡¿¡1rl¡rd of

Iiving.

.........i

88. No; people who do not wish to have children then
would be taxed to help provide " baby bonuses"
for other people.

94.

No; some very competent scientists doubt that
a death ray is possible.. . .

95.

No; for if man ever does develop

a labor party be a good
the United States?

Should the government continue to pay farmers the

suc

such a ray, h
also wül work on counter measures to ofiset it.. . . .

'Would

96.

thing for the people

t

Yes; difierences between Republicans and Demt
crats toclay are not so great as difierences betwee
liberals and conservatives within those parties'. . . .

cost of soil-conservation practices on their own land?

97.

89. Yes; food is a necessity to the entire nation, and
farmers are much more likely to undertake the
necessary practices which will assure abundant
future crops if they get paid for the extra work involved.
90. No;

Yes; powerful concentrations of X rays and othe
types of radiant energy do kilI animals and huma

No; labor unions have sometimes calle<l strikt
which hurt the public at large.

Should pupils be excused from public schools to receir

religious insiruction during school hours

in their

ow

churches?

soil conservation is simply good farming prac-

tice which will increase the owner's likelihood of
making a good. living from his land; to tax others
to pay him for heþing himself is needless and unjust.

91. No; to pay a special group such as farmers out of
public funds for h"lping themselves financially is
opposed to the general welfare of the people as a
whole.

98.

No; having

children go back and forth betwee

school and church is inefficient and would violai
our basic and time-tested concept of the desirabilit
of separation between church and state.

99. Yes; if children do not receive religious instructic
during school hours, it may be diffcult to get the:
to church at any other time.
Go bach snd. check gout wor

I*l
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APPENDIX rr0ll
0BTATNED BY &8r+ SUBJECTS IN
TEST OF CR]TICAL THINKING ABILITIES

RAVü SCORES

Teens

(u

63\

bl+

l+9
l+9

5I

5l+

52

55
56
56
57

l+l+

b7
l+7
l+7

l+9

2Ors
47
l+9

5A

5L
53
53
57
58

3of s

50
5o

5r

5h.

58
5à
59
59
óo
60

60
6T
61
6L

6z
63
63

6t

6b
64

6T

6l+

65
65
66
67
68
68

68
6g
69
70
70
7L

73
73

77
77
77
78
78
78
80
80

7L
73

7b

77
8o
80

7l+

75
76

(tu= 85)

58
58
59
ó0
60
6L
6t
6z
(N

5t

h,5

58
58
59

54
55
55
56
56
56

53
53
53

5O

l+1
5O

5L

60
60
60

6t
6t

6z 6t+ 66
6z 65 66
6z 65 67
63 65 67
63 65 67
63 66 68
6t+ 66 68
6t+ 66 69

69
69
69
69
70
70
To
70

70
70
7L
72

7L+

7l+

73
73
73
73

75
75
76

73
73
73
73

76
76
77
77
78
79
79
79
79

76

80
8e
82
8z
8¿{.

8l+

8+

86
88
88

9I

?i

t5

= 95)
6L
61
62

6z

65
65
65
65

o¿
63
65
65
65

66
66
66
67
67

69
69
69
7o
70
7O
7O

7L
7L

7L
7L
72
72
73
73
73
73
73

7l+

7b
7l+
7l+

75

79
80
80
81
8r
8r
8z

83 89
83 go
83 go
90
Slp
85 93
8T

87

ec

8z 8Z ..
83 8g ..
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(

continued)

l*Ots (N = 82)

39
t+2 52
54
56
bb
1+6 56
47 56
49 57
50 57
51 57

57
58

58
58
58
59
60
60

50's (N = 67)
3t+ 48 5L
l+L h,9 53
42 t+9 5l+
43 t+9 55
b5 \,9 55
h7 50 55
t+7 5L 56
60rs
3l+
40
40
l+.I
ll}
t+2

(N

=

6L

6r
6r

&.1

l+3

65
65
65
65
65
65

66
6z
67
68
ó8
ó8
69
69

72
72
72

73
73
7b
75
76
76
77
78

65
65
66
66
67
68
69

69
69
70
70
7L
7?
7b

7b
75
76
77
80
80
81

85
86
86

66
66
67
68
68
69

7L
72
72

81
81

59 7L
7It,
6t 79
67 ,.

6l+

57
58
58
59
59
59

60
61
62
63

60

6b

b9
b9

53

52
52
53
53

55
55
55
55

60
6L

6I
6t

6z
6tr
65
65
65
65

5L
5t,
5L

55
56
56
56

57
57
5à
59

6lþ
6l+

6b
6t+

63
63

6b
6b
6l+

6b
6h
65
65

69
70
70
7L

7r

79
81

8r

8z
83
83
83
8t+

i:

57\

4l+

I+5

l+l+
l+l+

l+6

l+L

l+7

t+4

/+8

l+5

ll8

Lþ5
l+5
lþ7

65

6r

6L
6L
62
62
62

u7

70 and over (N = 35)
)9 44 47 t+9
¿+1

63
63
6l+

l+7
l+7
l+9

50
50
50

5l+

5t+

55
57

60

7t+
Tt+

76

:i

84.

85
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APPENDIX lrDn
OCCUPATIONS OF SUBJECTS

IN A TEST OF

CRITICAT THINK]NG

ï.

Fenale:
Accountant
Bank Tel-Ier
Cashier

C1erk (Office)

Cterk (Sales)

Dietitian
Housewife

Laboratory Assistant
Locker Room Attendant

tibrarian

Misslonary
Music Teacher
Nurse

Secretary

Stenographer
Teacher:
High School

Public Schoo}
Physical Educatíon

Supervisor
Student:

Public School
University
High School

Other

(Nurse,

Public Relatlons Officer Waitress

II.

Commercial, etc.)

Male:

Accountant

Analyst
Armed Services:

Airforce Officer
Army Officer

Auditor

Bank Manager

Business Executor

CabÍnetmaker

Caretaker
Carpenter
Chemist:

Biochemist
Chemical Engineer
Research Chemist

Clergyman

Cornmercial Travell-er
Civil Servant
Construction lilorker
Economist

Factory Administrator
Farmer

Foreman

Grocer
Insurance:

Salesman

Underwriter
Supervisor
Immigration Officer
Jeweller

tandlord
Lawyer
Lineman

Maintenance Worker

l4achÍnist
Mechanic

Meteorologist
Microbiologist

Office

Worker:

CIerk

Manager

Photographer

Plannér lAircraft)

Police Constable

6S

APPEIIDIX ilDtr

(

continued)

PubLisher
Railway:

Technician

Agricultural

Agent

Appliance

Clerk
Engineer
Supervisor

Chemical

Laboratory, Jr.
Laboratory, Sr.
1oo1 Designer
Transit:

Research Vf,orker
Salesman:
Commercial

Carman

Stocks

Supervisor
Veterinari-an
ldelfare hlorker

Secretary

Statisticían

Social Worker
Stores Keeper

Teaching:

Publ-íc and High

Principal
Registrar
Superintendent
University

Schoo1
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TABLE

irII

IIEMOTTONAILY TONEDII AND ITNEUTRALT' ITEMS
OF THE WATSON-GLASER CRITICAT THINKING APPRAISAT

Neutral

Emoti-onal

StatemenË No.
3

Item

No.

11, 12,

13

Statement
2

No. Item No.

6, 7, 9,

6
T2
T3
L5

28

l+

L7

l+6
l+9

5

7

23
3T

2O

7O

23
26
27
3A

7È

5l+, 56

87, 88

9L

98,

gg

10

t1

T7

18

37, 38,

l+0, l+1,

60
62

39
l+2

10
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